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Executive Summary

Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution (WHOI) has operated the U.S. National Facility for Deep
Submergence for the past 33 years. The seagoing support ship, and the deep submergence vehicles that
are launched and recovered from it, which WHOI operates for the academic community, represent the
principal modes of access for U.S. scientists to study the deep ocean and sea floor in situ. The work that
WHOI and the oceanographic community have done with these facilities has revolutionized our
understanding of earth and ocean processes. Research that is conducted with the submersible Alvin, the
remotely operated vehicle (ROV) Jason, and the other towed and autonomous vehicles that WHOI
operates for scientists, is essential to the investigation of many fundamental oceanographic and earth
science problems that will impact society well into the 21st century. Problems as diverse as: the
temperature and chemical structure of the world's oceans, tectonics of the mid-ocean ridge system,
understanding the crustal structure and physical processes at continental margins, transfer of heat and
chemicals from the Earth's mantle to the biosphere, and the ecology and genetic history of deep ocean
hydrothermal vent fauna, all require the capability to access the deep ocean and sea bed via deep
submergence vehicles.

The U.S. Federal funding agencies which have a mandate to support oceanographic science (the National
Science Foundation, the U.S. Navy Office of Naval Research, and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration), have, over the past few years, furthered their commitment to exploration and study of
the deep ocean by making possible the conversion of the R/V Atlantis to serve as the new support ship for
the National Deep Submergence Facility vehicles: Alvin, ROV Jason, Argo-II and the DSL-120 sonar.
Starting in Summer, 1997, the R/V Atlantis and the National Facility vehicles will be operated from
Atlantis, which will usher in an era of integrated deep submergence vehicle operations that have
enormous potential to facilitate and enhance scientific research in the deep ocean and on the sea bed to
depths of 6,000 m.

Given the challenge of operating the integrated National Facility vehicles in this new paradigm afforded
by R/V Atlantis, WHOI has developed a draft plan for the concept of operations of the National Facility
vehicles and support ship. The following brief description and attached tables and charts will serve to
introduce this concept of operations to the Deep Submergence Science Committee (DESSC) and the
Federal funding agency representatives. It is hoped that this draft concept of operations will provide
DESSC members and funding agency representatives with sufficient information so that operational
procedures, staffing requirements, and budgetary information can be placed in their proper, facility-wide
context.

Summary information is provided on the R/V Atlantis, and the various vehicle systems. Additional
information for the ship, vehicles and WHOI is available on-line in the new WHOI Marine Operations
and Deep Submergence Operations Group (DSOG) website(http://www.marine.whoi.edu/marops) which
has undergone major revisions and is now nearly complete. This will be complemented by updated
science user information and manuals (to be posted on the web site) and instructional video tapes which
are under development. Specific personnel responsibilities and wiring diagrams between various levels of
WHOI Marine Operations and DSOG and related WHOI technical support groups have been updated, as
have the procedures by which scientists interact and communicate with the WHOI system. These changes
have been conceived after discussion with scientists in the community and DESSC in an effort to improve
and streamline the manner in which WHOI provides deep submergence science services. We see this as a
necessary component of the new, integrated facility given the potential use of multiple vehicle systems
during a science cruise and the requirement to stage and operate the appropriate vehicle assets, personnel,



and supporting material/expendables in different configurations over the course of an operating year.

Key issues in terms of long-range planning and facility management and support for WHOI and the
Federal supporting agencies are related to the logistics of vehicle operations on R/V Atlantis or on other
suitable UNOLS vessels when the ROV/tethered systems are required to be operated separate from joint
field programs with Alvin/Atlantis. WHOI envisions that specific protocols be adopted to allow for
various operating models to be implemented, without affecting the short-term operational capability of
the facility, and ensuring the long-term, continued upgrade and maintenance of the National Deep
Submergence Facility.

Operation of the integrated facility on the new R/V Atlantis will require sufficient shake-down of all the
ship and vehicle systems prior to conducting funded science programs; this has been planned and
budgeted for in our draft 1997 operations timetable. After consultation with DESSC and the funding
agencies, we have proposed two deep submergence operational schedules for 1997-1998. Our objectives
in providing these schedules are to accommodate as much funded science as possible given weather and
logistical constraints on the vehicle systems, and to facilitate the integration of joint Alvin and ROV
Jason/tethered vehicle operations on R/V Atlantis as rapidly as possible.

WHOI is committed to providing excellence in deep submergence vehicle support services to the research
community as it has done over the past few decades. It is poised to meet the challenges of operating the
World's premier, integrated deep submergence facility for science in an efficient and cost-effective
manner. We welcome comments and criticisms of our draft Concept of Operations.
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ORGANIZATION

W.H.O.I. - OSS
(Operational Scientific Services)

Marine Technicians (SSSG)
Shipboard Data Management
Shared Use Equipment
Calibration Facilities
Mooring/Rigging Shop
Diving Program













OPERATING MODES

Operating Modes

Alvin and ROVs on Atlantis

Pros: Most cost-effective, efficient asset utilization
Cons: Limited geographic/temporal coverage

Alvin on Atlantis, ROVs infly-away mode

Pros: Extended geographic capability
Cons:

More expensive
Harder on equipment and personnel
2-3 month of ROV non-availability due to shipping in addition to actual ops











OPERATIONAL/MANAGEMENT ISSUES/POLICY

Integrated Facility Operational/Management Issues

Operational/Safety Issues/Policy

Alvin crew rest periods are primary concern during joint Alvin - ROV/tethered vehicle operations.
Alvin pilots require 24-hour period between suspension of ROV ops and commencement of Alvin

dive ops.
ROV/tethered vehicle equipment safety is also a key concern.
Turn-around time of 24 hours is the established, initial figure for the interval between submersible
operations and ROV/tethered vehicle lowerings.
Switch-over times for ROV and tethered vehicles will depend on various operational and logistical
issues are approximately as follows: Jason to ARGO-II and vice versa - 12-18 hours, DSL-120
sonar to either Jason or ARGO-II and vice-versa - 6-12 hours.
Definition of deep submergence tool suite and general operational criteria and logistics must be
defined during planning stage of field work by PI and DSOG. Because equipment and personnel
will be tailored on a by-cruise-basis, it is not reasonable to assume that a tethered vehicle can be
substituted for Alvin or another vehicle in the field (on the fly as it were).

Cost and Logistical Issues

Advance planning and scheduling of deep submergence science programs are necessary for cost-
effective, integrated deep submergence facility operations and efficient management of personnel.
There are synergistic benefits to accrue from operating all National Facility vehicles on R/V

Atlantis - for science programs and facility cost-effectiveness.
There are some logistical and operational benefits to preserving fly-away mode of operations for
ROV/tethered vehicles on other suitable UNOLS vessels.
Projected operational models, facility costs, and scheduling impacts require well-established
protocols between the Federal funding agencies, UNOLS and WHOI. Updating and revision of
Memorandum of Understanding between the supporting agencies must accommodate to new
integrated nature of the Facility and future projected operations.
Adequate personnel/engineering support and long-range planning for facility vehicle/equipment
upgrades should be factored into continued support for the National Deep Submergence Facility.


